Sermon: No xianity = Spiritual Power

Happy Samhain to all our Fellow Brothers, Sisters and Comrades! May all that are of Satan be happy and strong forevermore!

I want to remind everyone: New reversing the Torah Rituals will be on, very soon. Xians=Christians. Crossing out the worthless “Christ” lie.

I notice people are having some struggles for when it comes to powers: IE questions like, what are my powers, what am I supposed to do, what is my purpose, what should I do when and if. This post will be to explain exactly that.

In Satanism, the purpose is for one to become as the Gods in every sphere we exist. Attainment of the Spiritual powers and being the Spiritual Elite. Constant meditation that is done daily and empowering one's Soul and its parts are mandatory for this and you cannot go without these in Spiritual Satanism. From doing something basic to just protecting yourself and Chakra cleaning, to doing even more advanced things. Many people have questions and others complain.

For those who have been in another "Faith" before, they know that real spiritual power only comes from Satan in any big amount. Little or nothing is accomplished for those who are without and if they make it somewhere, the enemy simply eats them or destroys them. Let alone that nasty entities mess with them anytime, any day and can do whatever they want with them. They are enslaved, alone and in fact nowhere.

If they attain something, it's temporary, not theirs and is weak, let alone it will always end up in some disaster. This can be seen in all enemy religions. The so called "miraculous" pastors and shit are for 99% bunk [plain hypnotic suggestion or placebo effect on the part of the victim, nothing more], and because this fails after a while and this enforces the jewish left brain thinking that nothing exists that is transcendental, so for once we see again how even if on the opposing side, the enemy controls both. It doesn't take much intelligence to understand this. The rest 1% is some gifted idiot who is either being possessed [these were the old times because now the jews have it real hard and their kike imbecile helpers can't really make mr pastor fart miracle], or uses their puny little power to do whatever, in doing showoffs that attempt to bring the xian/muslim cattle back to the farm so they can be slaughtered by jews.

The motto of all the above is simple: Lies and dependence to some force that
you are not meant to 'approach' or even know about. Be a stupid fucking sheep until the jewish master decides to slay you. Then when you have served good get in the coffin and die.

Xians are taught to channel energy by... prayer. One is told to pray unconditionally and at all times and conditions. They all result to "prayer" which is in fact a very simple and weak meditation/magick. They will channel that energy towards "god" or any other "diseased" person or anyone else opposing them and they want gone. Well, this rarely ever works because they are all useless spiritually, but 1 in 1000 has a strong mind and SOMETHING can be attained. Because they are so good and powerful at 'healing', they of course will resort to science [which they scorn day and night] which is hypocritical but shows them again for the hypocritical fucks they are. It's always some story with some pedophilic pastor falling down deep with cancer or some other malignant disease, everyone 'prays' for them, they go to the most expensive Ohio hospitals with 30000$ a day and yet, they die a miserable death. Mother Nature doesn't give a fuck for these people. Then on the other hand 100 xians pray and they heal a flu and they think "God" did it.

Do you understand the STUPIDITY and the SLAVE attitude of these people? They are used by the jews as nothing but prayer machines. Meanwhile the jews take it all: The "good luck" of the prayers [because they are the children of jewhova and pissrael], the "wealth" and the "chances", let alone they manifest their world agenda. That's all xianity is about: the stupid unknowing sheep working spiritually for the master they don't know and eating their own shit, thinking it's gold. The subconscious mind has nothing to do with the conscious mind, even if the xian is supposedly "Against jews" or "is selfish" or whatever, he is still used as a battery. If his conscious mind cannot make the connections and understand the jews are behind it all [and this is where their major success is] the mind does not give a fuck! It does what it's told since birth, serve the kike and be a good goy.

THIS-GOES-DEEP-AND-IS-NOT-TO-BE-UNDERESTIMATED. MANY PEOPLE UNDERESTIMATE ALL THIS AND THIS ONLY RESULTS IN FAILURE

This all ties into the mindset that you OWE the jews, that you are GUILTY, that you SHOULD BE WEAK and SUBSERVIENT and that you are of no worth, you should not be happy because "happiness is fleeting", you need to be against yourself and all your desires, that you should be poor and give all your belongings to jews, so that you can finally attain salvation from some JEWISH 'god'. The mind thinks and knows that anything spiritual will result in death in the afterlife, in punishment, in hideous circumstances, in fear, in an eternal damnation. Approaching the "SERPENT" and SATAN [SATYAN IN SUMERIAN
MEANS ETERNAL TRUTH] means DEATH or an ETERNAL LIFE IN TORTURE IN SOME FIRE AND BRIMSTONE PLACE. Being anything HUMAN and having any GODLIKE power that is HUMAN POTENTIAL is actually an offense of death. You can't be gay, you can't get laid, you can't overeat, your can't take a shit without the kike 'god' being aware of you, you can't even THINK against them in anyway, you cannot and should not approach "EVE" who is the Shakti energy because "She is the one that gave Adam the apple", EVE and the SNAKE [Kundalini power/ Satan's gift].

Do you understand what all this does to the mind and the Soul? How could possibly someone with such things operating and wiring his/her brain, attain anything, let alone anything highly spiritual?

One has to first deprogram their mind and re-program it. This will take a while. 40 days may be needed, in some cases 80 and in some cases 120 and repeating. Xian dirt re-wires the brain and Soul [as for the brain it's scientifically proven that it re-wires constantly so it can adapt] and it's NORMAL to expect failure, for those who have been deep into the xian shit in the past. Even if one was not, they should do something to further deprogram.

When one knows about magick, they know that 'underestimating' this while one fails [like people underestimate the jews, which is another part of their protection] is plain stupid and is only another barrier of defense so that these lingering xian programmings can remain upon the Soul.

So for the first step, one has to get rid of all these things.

Here is the solution for what this malignant program does to the Soul, making it disable. Father Satan wants everyone to be sure of themselves and get rid of that jewish shit, so they can grow spiritually.

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/topics/206
[Note: Link is no longer available]
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